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This book is a companion piece to the talk on 

"THE MODEL OF BEING AND ITS LAWS" given in 

Lake Forest in May of 1987. 

It is not its intention to take the place of those 

that have gone before but to offer a new perspective, 

one designed to aid consciousness as it makes its 

transition into the next millennium. 

With this in mind I respectfully submit it to your care. 
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The dimension of Science 
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The One Infinite Being 

Law: Being is its own infinite Being 



The dimension of Science 
as divine Science 
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Law: Mind  Love  is its own infinite  Mind  Love 



The dimension of Science 
as absolute Christian Science and Christian Science 
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M-LO  is its own infinite  numeral  of  numeral 

Sc/CS EX:  therefore there is no other  M-LO 

numeral 

Pedal note .  the one Being .  the infinite One 
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Exploring the dimension of Science through exercise: 
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Law:  Being  is its own infinite  Being 

M-Lo  is its own infinite  M-Lo 

M-Lo  is its own infinite  7 fold  M-Lo 
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therefore there is no other M-Lo 

no other numeral of M-Lo 

no other numeral of numeral 

x numeral: timeless/spaceless characteristic 



Method of exploration 

A. Obstetrics - Open to the higher dimension; open to spiritual law 

B. Self-abnegation - Let go of self; preconceived identification and response 

C. Start from the whole; from infinity - allowing it to elucidate itself dimensionally; operationally 

D. Focus on the specific law - explore through exercise 
penetrate the depth of its concepts allowing dissolution of former, 
limited concepts; 
internalize the law; yield to its power; 
allow it to apply itself; to transform the counterfeit within; 
allow it to operate without restriction in its universe 
(which includes the universe of our being) 

Example of possible exploration focusing on Being through its synonym Truth: 

There is one Being, being the infinitude of its own Being 
It is an indivisible Being, conscious only of itself, that which it is 
Expressing itself as a whole, as the infinite One, the infinite Principle 

This Being is expressing the nature, essence and wholeness of its Being 
as the matrix of Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love. 

As this Being is its own infinite Being, it would be implied that every 
aspect of this Being (M-Lo) is its own infinite Being as well. 

Therefore, Being (in its focus as Truth) is its own infinite Being; 
Truth, its own infinite Being, its own infinite Truth. 

Truth  
7 fold  Truth 
Mind of Truth  
Spirit of Truth; 
Soul of Truth; 

Principle of Truth; 

Life of Truth; 
Truth of Truth; 
Love of Truth, 

therefore 
the power and activity of itself, of Truth 
the inf. reflection of itself as the one and only Truth 
the inf. withinness of Truth, the center and circumference of 
its own being 
the structure and system of its own being, interpreting 
itself anew, infinitely proving the Truth of its own being 
the inf. existence and experience of itself 
the infinite self-consciousness of Truth 
the all-inclusive, integrated, holistic model of Truth 

Truth is its own infinite 
Truth is its own infinite 
Truth is its own infinite 

therefore 
of Truth; the divine Self-consciousness of Truth 

Truth is its own infinite 
Truth is its own infinite 

"numeral" of Truth 
consciousness 

the whole 
/dee/ 

( form, gestalt) 



Truth is its own infinite "7 fold numeral" of  consciousness,  of Truth therefore 

Truth is its own infinite intelligence 
primordial conception 
basis 
power  of consciousness, of Truth 
(law)  therefore there is no other MIND (et al) of consciousness, 
( information)  of Truth 

MIND 

Truth is its own infinite substance 
reality  of consciousness, of Truth 
(order)  therefore there is no other SPIRIT (et al) of consciousness, 
the only  of Truth 
SPIRIT 

Truth is its own infinite within-ness 
identity  of consciousness, of Truth 
divine Ego  therefore there is no other SOUL (et al) of consciousness, 
immortality  of Truth 
(rule) 

SOUL 

Truth is its own infinite Science 
structure)  of consciousness, of Truth 
(system)  therefore there is no other PRINCIPLE (et al) of consciousness, 
absolute  of Truth 
indivisible 
infinite 
PRINCIPLE 

Truth Is its own infinite isness  of consciousness, of Truth 
being  therefore there is no other LIFE (et al) of consciousness, 
self-existent  of Truth 
(existence) 
(eternality) 
(method) 

LIFE 

Truth is its own infinite whole  of consciousness, of Truth 
ideal  therefore there is no other TRUTH (et al) of consciousness, 
(form, gestalt)  of Truth 
TRUTH 

Truth is its own inifinite perfection 
integrated being  of consciousness, of Truth 
self- sufficiency  therefore there is no other LOVE (et al) of consciousness, 
(totality)  of Truth 
(design) 
(plan) 
LOVE 



The dimension of divine Science 
as Science 
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Christianity 

Law: Being's divine Self-organization 
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The dimension of divine Science 
as absolute Christian Science 
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Exploring the dimension of divine Science through exercise: 
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Being  operates  Being 

M-Lo  operates  M-Lo 
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therefore there is no other organization; no other circuit operating 



Example of possible exploration of the dimension of divine Science through exercise: 

The one, infinite Being which is conscious of itself as a whole 

is conscious of the organization of the whole of itself 
how it structures that which it is 
how it arranges the elements of its being 

It is conscious of itself as a coherent unity; a functioning whole; 

an omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, omniactive whole 

a Self-existent, Self-operational, Self-contained, Self-interpreting whole 

That Being which includes all within itself, is conscious of the infinitely interwoven patterns of its 
oneness and conscious of the organization of these patterns and the divine circuitry of their 
operation. 

Within its operative circuitry Being: 

activates itself 
knows 

orogrs (verb) 
reflects 

identifies 

self-orywniZes 
structures 
operates 
self-governs 

eternalizes 
lives 

realizes 
(09nsribusnessizes) 
affirms 

optimizes 
,glorifies 
plans, 66:signs 

out of  its Self-existent Mind 
through  the Self-operative ability of its Mind 
as  the Self-contained patterns of its Mind 
for  the Self-understanding; the Sc. of its Mind 

the depth of its Self-existent Spirit 
(et al) 

Soul 

Principle 

Life 

Truth 

Love 

Being therefore operates its own Being 

It operates within a closed system on a divine Self-contained circuit 

Being (Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love) operates its own Being (M-Lo) 



therefore  Mind  operates  out of  its own Mind 
Spirit  through  Spirit 
Soul  EIS  Soul 
Principle  for  Principle 
Life  Life 
Truth  Truth 
Love  Love 

Mind  is  Self-existent 
Self-operative 
Self-fulfilled 
Self- understood 

Mind  is  incorporeal 
divine 
supreme 
infinite 

synonym numeral  numeral  numeral  
(verb)  (noun)  (noun)  

operates  
four fold synonym  

Mind  activates  its intelligence out of 
 

the whole of its Being 
through 
as 
for 

Mind  activates the power  of its intelligence out of  the whole of its incorporeal Mind 
substance  through the whole of its divine Mind 
identity  as  the whole of its supreme Mind 
structure  for  the whole of its infinite Mind 
being 
consciousness 
perfection 

of its intelligence out of 
through 
as 
for 

Mind  knows  the basis 
reality 
immortality 
science 
isness 
the whole 
universality 

the whole of its Self-existent Mind 
the whole of its Self-operative Mind 
the whole of its Self-fulfilled Mind 
the whole of its Self-understood Mind 

*Pondering, focusing upon and flowing variations of the above exercises ( utilizing the 7 x 7) will aid 
consciousness in its desire to understand, imbibe and sustain this dimension. 



Absolute Christian Science/Word: 
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Soul 
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Life 

Spirit Truth 
Mind . Love 

Principle 

Life 
The one subjective 

Being impelling 

The di. projector 
expressing 

creative impulsion 

divine urge, drive 

"Let there be" 

acceleration 

breakthroughs 

Law of Divine Impulsion 
accent on: origin - source - creator - Life 

Truth 

all that it is 

the truth of its being 

right 

true form 

"and it is made" factual 

logicity 

new forms  

Love 

in perfection 

within 
a teleological plan 

complete 

perfect 

"and it is good" 

goal-causality 

goal directed, 
purposeful 

therefore not: 
"i" am impelling 

no spontaneous impulse 
in Being 

"i" know what is right/facts 

non-truth brought forth 

"i" have success 
disappointment 

no fulfillment/success 

missed boat/frustration 



Exploring the Law of Divine Impulsion through exercise: 

Life  Truth 
 

Love 

The one subjective BEING is 
impelled from within to 
bring forth 

BEING has an urge within to 
express 

BEING is revealing 

BEING is impelling 

BEING is bringing forth 

all that it is; the entirety of 
its nature 

the whole of its Being 

the factuality of its Being 

the true form of its Being 

the 7 x 7 matrix of Being 

within the teleological 
perfection of its awn Being 

in perfection 

within the pre-determined 
plan of its Being 

and cannot bring forth a form 
less than that which it is 

complete and goal directed 

MIND is bringing forth 
is urging into existence 
is impelling forth 
is revealing 
is projecting forth 
is accelerating 
is expressing 

SPIRIT is impelling 
SOUL 
PRINCIPLE 
LIFE 
TRUTH 
LOVE 

(counterfeit) 

Being desires to bring forth 

the Mind of MIND 
the Spirit of MIND 
the Soul of MIND 
the Principle of MIND 
the Life of MIND 
the Truth of MIND 
the Love of MIND 

the 7 fold SPIRIT 
the 7 fold SOUL 
the 7 fold PRINCIPLE 
the 7 fold LIFE 
the 7 fold TRUTH 
the 7 fold LOVE 

(can be seen in depth by 
viewing through the 
numeral characteristics) 

something unlike itself 

each fulfilling its pre-
determined goal 

divinely success oriented 

which is without purpose 
or goal; is failure oriented 

which causes frustration 
and dim poi ntment 

Being has not the capability of  that which it is; true 
bri ngi ng forth spontaneous] u  revelation of its being 



Absolute Christian Science/Christ: 

Science Principle 

divine Science 

Word Christ Christianity Science 

Life Truth Love divine Principle, Love 

absolute 
Christian Science 

Life 
Truth 
Love 

Truth 
Life 
Love 

Life 
Love 

Truth 
Love 

Christian Science 

Mind 
Spirit 
Soul 
Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 
Soul 
Spirit 
Mind 

Principle 
Mind 
Soul 
Spirit 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Soul 
Principle 

Life 

Spirit 

Mind 

Truth  
Love 

Principle 

Truth 

ideal of Being (LTLO) 

Truth of all truths 

Computer storage of 
the whole Truth 

Christ consciousness 

Truth bank 

The ideal consciousness 

Law of Individualization 
accent on: process - translation 

Life 

individualizes 

specific truth 

scanner which picks out 
specific truth; fact 

individualized Christ-
consciousness 

specifies specialized 
idea 

stroboscopes itself 
(focuses in upon 
specific calculations 
within its consc.)  

Love 

bringing out perfection 
at each point 

meets the need 
right solution 

which adapts to need 
serves purpose 

is universal savior 

comes as comforter 

without fragmenting 
or disintegrating 
the whole 

therefore not: 
that the ideal of Being  doesn't individualize  doesn't meet specific needs 
that the Christ consciousness 

 
isn't consc. of its specific calcs.  doesn't solve specific probs. 



Exploring the Law of Individualization through exercise: 

Truth 

The whole ideal of Being 

The Truth of all truths 

The whole consciousness 
of Being 

The Christ consciousness 

The consciousness of the 
whole of Being ( M- Lo) 

The Mind  of the Christ 
The Spirit  of the Christ 
The Soul  of the Christ 
The Principle of the Christ 
The Life  of the Christ 
The Truth  of the Christ 
The Love  of the Christ 

Life 

is transforming itself to 
specific ideals 

is able to focus in upon the 
specific truth; calculus 

is able to stroboscope itself; 
to focus in upon its individualized 
co nsci o us ness 

individualizes; appearing as 
individualized Christ consciousness 

is individualizing,  specifyi rig, 
translating, strobi rig itself 

is the Mi rid, Spirit, Soul, Principle 
Life, Truth, Love of its individualized 
Christ ideal (that which appears as 
the individualized consciousness of 
"my" being) 

Love 

eac h ideal being perfect 
and having integration  
within the whole 

the correct and appropriate 
truth being brought into 
focus i n every instance 

without fragmenti rig that 
individualized conscious-
ness from the whole 

savior to the belief that 
individual co nscious ness 
might not be of the Christ; 
the whole Truth 

and in the process loses 
none of itself 

which is savior to the belief 
that "i" could have a mind, 
spirit, soul, principle, life 
truth, love apart from the 
Christ ideal 

(can be seen in depth by 
viewing through numeral 
cha racteristics) 

The power  of the Christ 
The reality  of the Christ 
The identity  of the Christ 
The operation of the Christ 
The existence of the Christ 
The form of the Christ 
The integration of the Christ 

is the power, reality, identity, 
operation, existence, form, 
integration of its individualized 
Christ consciousness, therefore 
the individual consciousness of 
"my" being 

which saves "me" from the 
belief that power, reality, 
identity, operation, existence 
form, integration could be-
long solely to an individual 
and be derived from a source 
other than the whole Christ 
consciousness of Being; saves 
from the belief that counter-
feit qualities could be brought 
out in "me" 



Absolute Christian Science/Christianity 

Science Principle 

divine Science 

Word Christ Christianity Science 

Life Truth Love divine Principle, Love 

absolute 
Christian Science 

Life 
Truth 
Love 

Truth 
Life 
Love 

Life 
Love 

Truth 
Love 

Christian Science 

Mind 
Spirit 
Soul 
Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 
Soul 
Spirit 
Mind 

Principle 
Mind 
Soul 
Spirit 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Sou 

Principle 

ife 

Spiri Truth 

Love Min• 

Principle 

Law of Eternalization 
accent on: outcome - idea 

Life  Love 

eternalizes 
projects 

pours forth 
maintains 
conserves 
feeds 
provides, gives 
upholds, sustains 
promotes 

preserves 
accepts 

takes in 
embrace, enfolds 
contains 
nurtures 
holds, accepts 
protects 
cares, cherishes, tends 

therefore not: 
that 1" has to father itself 

 
that "i" has to mother itself 

that Life (our good) can be taken away; not eternal 
 

that Ood (Love) will not protect 



Exploring the Law of Eternalization through exercise: 

Life  Love 

Being eternalizes its own objective state; 
the idea of its Being 

that which has been objectified is eternally 
maintained, sustained, conserved, fed, upheld 
by its Principle, the divine parent, the divine 
subjective Being that caused it to be 

As the nature of the divine, subjective Being, 
the divine parent is Mind, Spirit, Soul, 
Principle, Life, Truth and Love, it can be seen 
that each of these aspects of Being is fathering 
the idea as well 

Being preserves its own objective state; 
the idea of its Being 

that which has been objectified is always 
preserved, accepted, embraced, contained, 
nurtured, held, protected and cared for by 
its Principle, the divine parent, the 
divine, subjective Being that caused it to be 

As the nature of the divine, subjective Being, 
the divine parent is Mind, Spirit, Soul, 
Principle, Life, Truth and Love, it can be 
seen that each of these aspects of Being is 
mothering its idea as well 

are eternalizing their objectified 
state; that which they have 
brought forth as idea, by their 
ability to father (provide, project, 
maintain, support, feed, give to, 
sustain, promote, uphold) their 
idea; to give unto it all that they 
are; the 7 x 7 reflection of their 
being. 

are preserving their objectified 
state; that which they have 
brought forth as idea, by their 
ability to mother (embrace, 
enfold, accept, take in, contain, 
nurture, hold, protect) their 
idea; to embrace it within their 
infinite Self-containment, the 
matrix of their being, 
preserving its holographic 
placement and purpose 

Mind 
Spirit 
Soul 
Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Mind 
Spirit 
Soul 
Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

(can be seen in depth by focusing upon the 
7 fold reflection of each synonym as well 
as their numeral characteristics) 

As Being eternalizes its objectified state it 
eternalizes the appearances of this state 
whether as "the compound idea" or as that 
which appears as "man." Consequently, the 
real man (that which we really are) is 
forever fed by the Life force, the fatherhood 
of Being and need not turn to any lesser source 
for its provision (not even to its own indepen-
dent efforts) but must rely on the eternal 
support system that operates for its benefit 

As Being embraces its objectified state it 
embraces the appearances of this state 
whether as "the compound idea" or as that 
which appears as "man." Consequently, the 
real man (that which we really are) is 
forever preserved by the infinite Self-
containment of Love, which in its motherhood 
does not allow one facet of its being to be 
ejected from the protection of its matrix/ 
womb, where it could believe itself to be 
abandoned, lost, frightened, open to the 
danger of disintegration 



Absolute Christian Science/Science 

Science Principle 

divine Science 

Word Christ Christianity Science 

Life Truth Love divine Principle, Love 

absolute 
Christian Science 

Life 
Truth 
Love 

Truth 
Life 
Love 

Life 
Love 

Truth 
Love 

Christian Science 

Mind 
Spirit 
Soul 
Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 
Soul 
Spirit 
Mind 

Principle 
Mind 
Soul 
Spirit 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Soul 
Principle 

ife 

Spiri ruth 

Mind ove 

Principle 

Law of Pre-established Form 

accent on: feedback 

Truth 
 

Love 

consciousness  of  perfection 

infinite  computations  pre-established i n perfection 

all facts, form  exist in completion 

every positive problem  is already solved, fulfilled 

the work  is done 

calcul us  of the  cybernetic model 

therefore not: 
idea not found in P; no feedback 
non stabilized calculus 
independent facts, 
process 

isolated; alone 
uncybernetic, i mperfect models 
unsolved, unresolved problems 



Exploring the Law of Pre-established Form through exercise: 

Truth  Love 

Being is conscious of its 

The divine, infinite calculus 
is stabilized 

The infinite com putations of 
Being are 

integrated Being where subject and object are one 
enforces the unification of ideational consciousness 
with the holistic consciousness of Being 

in the model of Being and therefore cannot 
evidence results not in keeping with that 
model 

pre-established in its perfection and 
therefore must evidence solutions in keeping 
with that Being 

Form, being infinite, is  within the cybernetic model of Being 
overforming  and is ever in keeping with that model 

therefore it is a multidimensional 
cybernetic form 
conceived in the perfect consciousness of the Mind of Being 
substantiated in the perfect consciousness of the Spirit of Being 
identified in the perfect consciousness of the Soul of Being 
structured in the perfect consciousness of the Principle of Being 
lived in the perfect consciousness of the Life of Being 
formed in the perfect consciousness of the Truth of Being 
planned in the perfect consciousness of the Love of Being 

therefore the transfigured form of "my" being is a 
multidimensional 
cybernetic form which has been 
conceived in the perfect consciousness of the Mind of Being 
substantiated in the perfect consciousness of the Spirit of Being 
identified in the perfect consciousness of the Soul of Being 
structured in the perfect consciousness of the Principle of Being 
lived in the perfect consciousness of the Life of Being 
formed in the perfect consciousness of the Truth of Being 
planned in the perfect consciousness of the Love of Being 

It is a holistic form, inseparably united with the infinite model 
of Being and overforming in concordance with its pre-
established mode 



The dimension of absolute Christian Science 

Science Principle 

Word Christ Christianity Science 

divine Science 
Life Truth Love divine Principle, Love 

absolute 
Christian Science 

Life 
Truth 
Love 

Truth 
Life 
Love 

Life 
Love 

Truth 
Love 

Christian Science 

Mind 
Spirit 
Soul 
Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 
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Law of Spontaneity 

Word 

Law of Divine Impulsion 

Christ 

Law of Individualization 

Christianity 

Law of Eternalization 

Science 

Law of Pre-established Form 

1 

input  process output  feedback 

1 
The one subjective Being 
impelling that which it is 
into expression; projecting 
new ideas into existence 

From the well of its Life 
Being conceives and has 
an urge to bring forth new 
form which is like unto 
itself, perfect and 
purposeful 

The transformation of 
the whole of Being to its 
individualized state 

With the operative power 
of its Christ consciousness 
Being is able to reduce the 
whole of itself to specific 
calculations; to micro 
models of its being 

The eternalization of the 
objectified state of Being 
through Being's capacity 
to maintain and preserve 
its expression 

With its capacity to 
father and mother its 
idea, Being holographs 
the macro model of its 
being, eternally holding 
it in its perfection 

The unification of the 
subjectivity & objectivity 
of Being; ideational consc. 
embedded in the cybernetic 
model of Being 

With its internal stability 
Being is able to calculate 
infinitely, overforming 
its form; yet retain the 
deep structure, the deep 
equilibrium of its Being 



Law of Divine I mp ulsi on 

 

Law of I ndi vi d uali zati n 

 

Law of Eternalization 

      
  

      
  

Being has the operational power 
..dit hi n its deep consciousness 
to process the "i nfo rmati on" of 
its Being and in so doi rig is able 
to bring out micro models of itself; 
each micro model ordained to fulfill 
a specific goal withi n the whole. 

In order to do this it is able to focus in 
upon specific configurations within its 
consciousness; arrange and consider 
the specific equations and/or 
calculations necessary to produce 
these ideal models 

Being has a deep creative 
urge withi n itself to 
express that which it is; 
its divi ne input 

Being is able to holograph 
its micro models into a 
crystalline macro model 
where every facet, every 
component part, every 
micro model is sustained 
and preserved by the deep 
fatherhood and motherhood 
activity of its Being 

Bei rig( M- Lo) is bringing 
forth 

Mind-Love are impelling 

the micro models of its Bei rig (M- Lo) 

the numerals of their being 
into existence 

integrating  them into a 
holographic macro model; 
a self- mai ntai ni ng, self-
preservi rig model of 
of their bei ng ( M- Lo) 

Forever mai ntai ni ng and 
preserving them in their 
objectified state 

Exercising the Law of Spontaneity through exercise: 

Law of Pre-established Form 

Being is thus established as a 
cybernetic model, capable of 
restructuring itself i n such a 
manner as to overform its 
basic form yet retain its 
intrinsic equilibrium 

From this vantage poi nt it has 
touched into the source of its 
Being (W) gathering the "i nfo" 
required to produce this new form 
(Ch) which it holographs into a 
self-sustained whole (Cty) like 
unto that which it sprung forth 
from but unique in its internal 
patterni ng 

which has been pre-ordained 
within the cybernetic model 
where it is fully integrated  
and fulfilling its pre-
established purpose 

integrating  them into thei r 
bei ng in such a way as to 
bring out the i nfi ni to 
differentiation of their 
bei rig without al te ri rig the 
i ntrinsic character of 
their  nat ure 

which  it overt rrria wit hin 
the cybernetics of its bei rig„ 
the cybernetics of its Mi 

Ex: Mi nd is i mpelli ng  the power of its information  eternalizing and preserving 
i nto existence  the power of its i nformation 
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Law of Creativity 
Divine subjective 

I AM I Am not 
Divine 
Objective 

Human 
Objective 

Human 
Subjective 

Annihilates 

Mind mortal mind intelligence wisdom seeking 
ignorance 
agnosticism 

Spirit matter 
substance 

the Only 
purity 

choosing the 
spiritual 

dualism 
polytheism 

) 

Soul sense testimony 
(body) 

identity, Ego 
spiritual 
understanding 

self- 
abnegation 

sin 
pantheism 

Principle person the One 
spiritual 
power obedience 

anthropomorphic 
sense of God 

Life 
death 
mortality individuality 

eternality 
love 

laying down 
the mortal 

pride of life 
vitalism 

Truth error consciousness health 
affirmation 
of Truth 

denying Truth 
theodicy 

Love nothingness perfection holiness 
unity with 
God 

nihilism 
atheism 



Exploring the Law of Creativity through exercise: 

The imprint of Being is stamped on its creation. All that Being conceives is encoded 
with the nature, essence and wholeness of its Being. 
It is encoded with: 

the In/ell/Once of its Mind 
the substance of its Spirit 
the identity of its  Soul 
the structure of its  Principle 
the eternelityof its 
 Life 

the consciousness of its Truth 
the perfection of its Love 

I 
the 7  

and empowered by its law 
and strengthened by its order 
and stabilized by its rule 
and cyberneticized by its system 
and energized by its method 
and idealized by its form 
and integrated by its plan 

Being ever reveals its nature in this manner 

From the depth of its all-knowing Mind Being is bringing forth its 7 fold information 
which obliterates the illusion that anything else could 
bring forth information; 
and causes the latent information factor within me to 
seek its own; to unveil itself 

From the depth of the onliness of its Spirit Being is bringing forth its 7 fold reality 
which obliterates the illusion that anything else could 
bring forth reality; 
and causes the latent reality factor within me to 
purify its atmosphere; disposing of its seeming materialism 

 

From the depth of the Ego of Soul Being is bringing forth its 7 fold 
 Mm-ness 

which obliterates the illusion that anything else could 
bring forth the character of the I Am; 
and causes the latent identity factor within me to 
reform me in accordance with the sinlessness of my true character; 
causes me to abnegate my sensory selfhood 

From the depth of the one, infinite Principle Being is bringing forth its 7 foldstructuref 

 

which obliterates the illusion that anything else could  model  
bring forth an infinite structure-model; 
and causes the latent, deep structure factor within me to 
recoordinate the fragments of its organization in obedience to 
the divine model 



From the depth of the isness of its Life Being is bringing forth its  7 fold  beim 
existevam 

which obliterates the illusion that anything else could 
bring forth existence; 
and causes the latent Life factor within me to flourish 
as "i" lay down the mortal sense of "my" life 

From the depth of the consciousness of Truth Being is bringing forth its 7 fold  kivi 

which obliterates the illusion that anything else could 
bring forth an ideal; a form infused with all the right factors; 
and causes the latent Truth factor within me to awaken 
"my" consciousness to the correct factors of its idealized state 

From the depth of the perfection of Love Being is bringing forth its 7 fold  ifttegratedberfc 

which obliterates the illusion that anything else could 
bring forth completeness; anything else could produce 
a united sphere of integrated oneness; a holistic uni -verse; 
and causes the latent integration factor within me to 
reunite me with the divine holographic model of its 
celestial being 

therefore: 

that which causes "me" to seek is the divine Mind 
it cuts through the veil of illusion and brings the light of its divine ideas 

that which causes "me" to choose the spiritual is the divine Spirit 
it unfolds the spiritual journey that separates "me" from materiality 

that which causes "me" to abnegate self is the divine Soul 
it exchanges "my" animal, psychic instincts for its superior spiritual instinct; 
its spiritual sense 

that which causes "me" to relinquish all lesser loyalty is the divine Principle 
it requires "my" obedience to its deep structure and de-programs "me" from all 
sense of person 

that which causes "me" to lay down the mortal sense of life is the divine Life 
it exalts "me" above time and the cycling of mortality; beyond the seeming 
appearances of death 

that which causes "me" to affirm the Truth is the divine Truth 
it alters "my" consciousness thereby giving "me" dominion over the erroneous 
calcul us of of lesser paradigms 

that which causes "me" to unify with "God" is the divine Love 
it saves "me" from the void of excommunication as it holds me in the united oneness 
of its integrated being 
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Law of Transformation 

Synonyms 
Divine 
Subjective/ 
Objective 

Human 
when we let it happen when we resist it 

Principle potential power divine authoritative power imperative power 

Life dynamic power generating power irrepressible power 

Truth conscious power applied/alterative power annihilating power 

Love total power perfecting/saving power enforcing power 

Soul identifying power transforming power suffering 

Spirit ordering power purifying power chemicalization/crisis 

Mind manifesting power enlightening power animal magnetism 



Exploring the Law of Transformation through exercise: 

The operative power that lies deep within the consciousness of Being and is 
intrinsic to its model is thereby intrinsic to the micro models of that Being, 
enabling them to calculate in concordance with its own divine processing plant_ 

Thereby stored in the micro processor of these individualized models 

lies the ,00tentia I power of its Principle  which dominates and regulates the activity of the micro- 
processors of these individualized models 

lies the oknomic,00wer of its  Life  which stimulates the activity of the micro-processors 
giving them the impetus and energy to calculate 

lies the 0.7/7X1 .011.5 power of its Truth 

lies the on,tring power of its Spirit 

lies the menffesting power of its Mind 

which enables the micro-processors to adhere to the 
divine standard that operates in the processing plant 
of the consciousness of Being. It programs them with 
divine configurations and computations and allows only 
correct calculations to occur in the process of the work 

which assures that only wholes will ever be computed; 
and that every factor will be engaged in the computation 

Which assures that the models being brought 
forth by the micro-processors are in keeping 
with the nature of the divine model 

which assures the new models transparency 
to the divine order of the inner flow; that they may 
reflect its environment so purely as to be isomorphic 
( patterned after the divine) 

which guarantees the "information" ( in-form-ation: 
the form of manifestation) of the new models; the 
exemplification of the divine model 

lies the tote/ power of its  Love 

lies the ii*ntliyingpowerof its  Soul 

Therefore nothing can go awry in the transformation process that occurs within consciousness, be it 
occuring within the divine model itself or the individualized micro models of its being. In every 
instance the process is efficient and will not allow mistransformations to occur. It will in every 
case: 

control the transformation; letting the process stem from the deep reservoir of its power (P) 
generate the transformation; accelerating the process with its kinetic power (Li) 
realize the transformation; altering form with the aid of its conscious power (T) which is never blind 
fulfill the transformation; engaging its total power toward that goal ( Lo) 
identify the transformation; transmitting the transfigured form; the new form (So) 
order the transformation; reflecting its prism ic patterns (Sp) 
manifest the transformation; envisioning its ideational in-form-ation 



I 11 so doing it will a utomaticall y: 

establish itself as the authoritative power 
imperatively demanding that the micro processor of "my" being activate itself by virtue of this power 

operate as a generating power 
irrepressibly pushing itself upon the micro processor of "my" being, removing all obstruction 

operate as an alterative power 
obliterating any resistance to its use by the micro processor of "my" being by permeating consciousness 

operate as a saving power 
enforcing its full use by the micro processor of "my" being until the whole of it is divinely engaged 

operate as a transforming power 
which transmits through spiritual sense and rebukes all psychic or physical conductors 

operate as a purifying power 
which excludes the chaotic prisming that leads to opacity 

operate as an enlightening power 
which  heals the seeming magnetism of an i ndependentl y processing consciousness 
dimmed by the manifestation of its thought for ms 

consequently: 

this power will come and knock upon my door until "i" let it control 

it won't be pressed down, but will push through any resistance that "i" may have 

until it crushes and breaks down "my" erroneous consciousness 

ultimately forcing "me" to accept its saving mission 

thereby allowing me to relinquish 

suffering 

crisis or chemicalization 

animal magnetism 

as necessary tools of transformation 
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Law of Universal Reflection 

Synonyms Nature of ideas True Humanhood Mortal Manhood 

Principle all ideas have one Principle  principled/impersonal personal "i " 

Mind all is idea thinks in ideas 
thinks  i n illusions, 
false beliefs 

Soul 
all ideas are identified 
with Principle unsel fed egotistic 

Spirit 
every idea reflects every 
other idea/transparency transparent 

materialistic 
opaque 

Life fatherhood of the idea magnanimous/merciful 
with- hol di ng, critical 
sense of lack 

Truth sons hip of the idea upholding di. standard 
destructive 
negative 

Love motherhood of the idea impartial /universal 
nihilistic . fatalistic 
malicious 



Exploring the Law of Universal Reflection through exercise: 

Being turns its micro models into one self-sustaining, self-preserving uni-verse; 
a holographic macro model; a divine transparency in which every facet supports 
itself and the whole, consciously recognizes the divinity of itself and the whole, 
accepting its special position and that of every other facet within the whole_ 

This occurs as Being 

Centers its micro models on its axis fixing them in exact structural position  Principle 
creating a holoaxial ; 

a crystalline real m, illumined from within 
 Mind 

each reflecting plane is a prism; each micro model facet of the nature of the  Soul 
Being that encoded it 

in its complete symmetry it is a supreme, shimmering, holographic 
 Spirit 

transparency i n which 

every facet sustains itself and the whole  "fat her hoods"  Life 

every facet is in full recognition of itself and the whole  . 'sonships"  Truth 

every facet accepts the special holographic position of itself 
and that of every other within the whole  "mot her hoods"  Love 

In this crystalline, holographic transparency: 
each facet sustains itself and every other facet with the divinity of its nature 
it supplies, supports, gives, floods, projects forth, maintains, sustains, provides 
that which it is (its 7 fold nature) for itself and every other facet 

it "fatherhoods" itself with the qualities of Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love 
it "fatherhoods: every other facet with the qualities of Mind-Love 
every other facet "fatherhoods" itself with the qualities of Mind- Love 
every other facet "fat her hoods" every other facet with the qualities of Mind-Love 

each facet possesses the true recognition of the divinity of itself and that of every other facet 
it affirms, claims, confirms, takes possession, is heir to, consciously recognizes 
that which it, and what every other facet of the whole is. 

it "sonships" itself with the qualities of Mind- Love 
it "sonships" every other facet with the qualities of Mind - Love 
every other facet "sons hi ps" itself with the qualities of Mind-Love 
every other facet "sonships" every other facet with the qualities of Mind- Love 

each facet accepts the divinity and holographic positioning of itself and that of every other facet 
it embraces, accepts, protects, preserves, cherishes, anticipates the hope, completion of all 
for itself and every other facet of the whole 

it "motherhoods" itself with the qualities of Mind-Love 
it "mot he r hoods" every other facet with the qualities of Mind - Love 
every other facet "motherhoods" itself with the qualities of Mind - Love 
every other facet "motherhoods" every other facet with the qualities of Mind - Love 



As every micro model is a model of the divine Being, it is thereby controlled and regulated 
by that Being, centered on its axis, fixed in its structure. 

It cannot isolate itself from this supreme structure or maintain itself as an independent 
operator but must align as its PRINCIPLE decrees. 

As this applies to the micro model of my being, "i" too cannot attempt to regulate my being 
independently of this Principle; function as a personal "i" but must be principled and allow 
the Being to center me on its axis and fix me within its structure; function as it would decree 

As Being has compounded its micro models into a "crystal" system; a holohedral realm, illumined from within 

It would exclude the possibility of their existing in any other realm 

As this applies to the micro model of my being, "i" cannot attempt to exist in any other realm or 
he illumined or enlightened by any other source; but must know what it knows, perceive as it 
perceives, not adhering to a thought force other than its own, not mystified by belief and illusion. 

The entire holohedral realm, the entire macro model is of the nature of Being (7 X 7) 

which would exclude the possibility of it being identified in any other way; and as such it 
cannot sense itself to have an ego separate from that Bei ng; a "face" fragmented  fro m the 
other faces of the holohedral; a face of its ( my) own. The symmetry cannot be broken 

The macro model is a shimmering, holographic transparency in which each facet reflects the other 

which excludes the possibility of monographic opacity where the whole is in chaotic arrangement 
unable to focus and reflect; a di-verse rather than a uni -verse where the constituents could 
be self-absorbed fragments 

Within this holographic transparency each interconnected facet is feeding itself and its collective 
parts the qualities of Being; that which sustains its life 

which excludes the possibility that it could ever with- hold the qualities of Being from itself or 
or its collective being, rob or impoverish it, be competitive or critical within it 

Within this holographic transparency each interconnected facet is conscious that the whole "is heir 
to the kingdom ) " to all that Being is 

which excludes the possibility that it could ever deny or negate what the whole of it is; negate any 
quality or function of this compound whole 

Within this holographic transparency each interconnected facet is truly integrated, universal, 
ever nurturing the whole from its special holographic position; ever embracing, ever available, 
ever glorifying the whole with the outpouri rig of its love 

which excludes the possibility that it could ever be ejected or disintegrate itself from the whole, 
from the holographic "crystal," live in a void, a vacuum devoid of divine purpose or communion; 
alone. 
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Law of Structured Understanding 

synonyms divinely scientific 
understanding 

human understanding 
via Science 

unscientific 
understanding 

Soul + Life 

numerals 
Word 

structured upon 7, 
the unchangeable 
identities of being 

as we spiritually  understand 7, 
so are we 

mortal beliefs  
produce mortal existence 

(counterfeit of 7) 

Spirit + Truth 
calculus 

Christ 

calculating in accord 
with 4; allowing it 
to order facts, combine 
elements to determine 
form 

as we calculate in 
accord with 4, allowing 
facts to restructure, 
new form brought out 

calculating humanly 
leads to false conclusions  

(counterfeit of 4) 

Mind + Love 
matrix 

Christianity 

holographing the 
matrix; allowing each 
idea to have special 
place within the matrix 

as we discover our 
holographic position 
within the whole, we 
fulfill Love's design 

monographic isolation 
leads to war and 
annihilation 
(counterfeit of all- 
embracing matrix) 

Principle 
omni-action 

Science 

operating through 
Science and system 
like the divine, omni- 
active Principle 

as we operate in accord 
with the Science and 
system of Principle 
we shift dimension 

operating independently 
of the Science and system 
of Principle buries consc. 
in myth, saga, human 
dimension 



Exploring the Law of Structured Understanding through exercise: 

Within the omniectivity of the deep structure of Being, Being is enfolding the 
patterns of its being causing them to undergo a transmutation of appearance_ 

In so doing it: 

taps into the wellspring of its Being allowing its qualities to *resonate and *revelate 
within its being 

it then *relegates the specific calculations or configurations of its consciousness that 
it may reconfigure, restructure them in order to bring out the new pattern; the new form 

which it then *enfolds into the whole of its being where it proceeds to give to the whole 
its unique patterning, confirms its relationship to the collective patterning and 
integrates into the general holography with harmony and love. 

forever playing its part in the holornovement of the model of Bei rig 

Encoded from within these patterns are always of the nature of the Bei rig that conceived them; 
the nature of the 7 (Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love) 

their form determined by the inner calculus that occurs within the consciousness of Being 

their purpose and placement within the holographic matrix predetermined and reflected by all 

allowing them to consciously function as an interdependent model within the whole 

thus it is that the model (or pattern) of our being must be: 

encoded with the nature of Being itself; the nature of the 7 

that we must calculate in accord with its 4 fold operation 

discover our divine, holographic relationship with all other facets in order to fulfill Love's design 

operate in accord with the Science and system of the governing Principle of Being 

lest we sit in: 

mortal beliefs; the counterfeits of the 7 which produce mortal existence 

calculate humanly; at random; leading ourselves to false conclusions; the counterfeit of the 4 

sit it monographic isolation; a state of universal deflection in which we reject the whole and 
are likewise rejected 

operate independently of Science and system thereby burying ourselves in outmoded paradigms 



Being known through Retranslation of false  Ideas in holographic 
its ideas  consciousness for true; reflection, qualitatively 

false calculus for true  as great as their Principle 

numerals 

 

calculus 

 

matrix 

        

        

knowledge of Mind, 
Spirit, Soul makes 
consciousness 
transparent for 
Life, Truth, Love 

exchanging mortal mind, 
matter, sense-testimony 
for the ideas of Mind, 
Spirit, Soul retranslates 
consciousness to realm 
of ideas 

abiding in the realm of 
spiritual ideas where 
each idea reflects the 
fatherhood, sonship and 
motherhood of its being 

The dimension of Christian Science 
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Law of Causality 

  

      

Word Christ 

 

Christianity Science 

Law of Creativity Law of Transformation 

 

Law of Universal Reflection Law of Structured Understanding 

            

            

Scientific understanding; 
Being's understanding of Itself 
and man's understanding of 
Being in agreement 

omni-action 

a scientific understanding based 
on the numerals of Being which 
calculate in accord with the 4 
and manifest in a holographic 
transparency ever operated by 
the omni-active P of Being 



Exploring the Law of Causality through exercise: 

Being is bringing the 
knowledge of its Bei ng 
to light 

Law of Transformation 

ford ng what appears as 
human consciousness to 
yield its false ideal; to 
correct its miscalculations; 
discover the divine micro 
model of its being 

forcing what appears as 
human consciousness to 
yield its false forms; the 
false models that ensnare 
and diffuse it 

causing consciousness to 
relinquish its false 
masters; to translate 
out of the false calcul us 
of mortal mind, matter, 
sense testimony to its 
ideal state 

which re-translates 
the false appearances 
of their nature, apparently 
brought forth by a 
counterfeit creator 

Law of Universal Reflection 

centering it on its axis where 
it can relocate its holographic 
position and purpose; be an 
active participant in the 
macro model 

allowing it to abide in the 
macro real m of transparent 
form where spiritual micro 
models inhabit the faces of a 
"crystalline" totality 

where it can reflect with 
others of its kind in a 
mutually suportive 
atmosphere; each giving 
to the other, confirming 
the other and embracing the 
other in spiritual brotherhood 

The deflection of mortal 
manhood gives way to a 
true humanhood and 
ultimately to the spiritual 
brotherhood of the divine 
macrocosm 

Law of Creativity 

Being is creativel 
unfoldi rig that which it 
is; allowing each state of 
its form to disclose 
itself i n turn 

As Being reveals its 
nature to be Mind, 
Spirit, Soul, Principle, 
Life, Truth and Love, it 
unveils the belief of a 
counterfeit nature 

Being 

Mi nd 
Spirit 
Soul 
Principle 
Life 
Truth 
Love 

 

reveal 
their 
nature 

 

Law of Structured Understandi ng 

regai ni ng an understanding of itself 
that is synonymous with that of 
the model of Being 

establishing it within the 
cybernetic model where it can 
alter form i n concordance with 
its transparency to the 
true model 

shifting paradigm at the will 
of its divine Principle; 
transfiguring; leaving  be hi nd 
the outmoded forms of its 
unscientific understanding 

Scientific u nde rata ndi ng dissolves 
mortal existence, its false calculus 
and total disunity. It dissolves the 
millenni urns of mortality. 



GLOSSARY  
calculus:  A method or process of reasoning by computation of symbols. (Webster) 

category:  One of the underlying forms to which any object of experience must conform. A division 
within a system of classification. (Webster) 

classification:  Systematic arrangement in groups or categories according to established criteria. 
(Webster) 

chart  A form designed to record or provide information quickly and simply especially about 
something fluctuating or changing; table, graph, diagram; a map; an outline map showing 
certain field conditions or facts. A graphic representation of reality. 

"The Chart"  The chart symbolizes the nature, the interrelations and the whole dynamics of spiritual 
Being; it is a model of divine cybernetics which includes the 15 root notions of spiritual 
Being: The seven synonymous terms for God, the fourfold operation of God and the four levels 
of spiritual consciousness through which the whole range of spiritual Being can be 
symbolized from the infinitesimal to the infinite. 

(Kappeler: The Four Levels of Spiritual Consciousness' 

cybernetics:  Coined by Norbert Wiener from the Ok. Kybernetes: pilot, governor; and also from 
Kubernan: to steer, guide, govern. The study of systems which are self-regulating, self-
controling, self-operating through their feedback mechanism to exercise adaptive control. 
(Study guide) 
The theoretical study of control processes in systems, especially the mathematical analysis 
of the flow of information in such systems. If an error in the system should appear, 
information about this error is fed back to the controlling device which then automatically 
acts to correct the error. 

code:  A systematized body of law. A set of signals, characters, or symbols used in communication. 
( Funk and Wagnalls) The particular way in which information is entered into the computer. 

coding:  To systematize as laws. To put into the symbols of a code. 

encode-.  To transfer (as a body of information) from one system of communication into another. To 
convert (a message) into code. 

enfold:  Embracing; encircling; to cause to be embraced endlessly; endless embracing 

gestalt:  A structure or configuration . .. so integrated as to constitute a functional unit with 
properties not derivable from its parts in summation. 
The pattern or figure assumed by a gestalt structure or system. (Webster) 

grok  A term coined in Gestalt psychology during the 1960's Receiving a deep, comprehensive 
impression of something especially with regard to relationship within the context of a 
whole. A holistic grasp of information at any level of consciousness. Internal integration of 
information. 

holism:  A philosophical theory first formulated by Jan C. Smuts which postulates that the 
determining factors in nature are wholes which are irreducible to the sum of their parts and 



that the evolution of the universe is the record of the activity and making of these wholes. 
(Webster) 

holistic:  The quality or state of holism which emphasizes the organic or functional relation between 
parts and wholes. (A holistic rather than an atom istic approach to the study of culture) 
(Webster). Reasoning and perceiving from the largest possible frame of reference. 

holoaxial:  A crystal system: having all the axes of symmetry possible. 

holograph:  A document wholly in the handwriting of its author. (Webster) 

holography:  The mathematical principle of holography was discovered by Dennis Gabor in 1947 but a 
demonstration of holography had to await the invention of the laser. It is a method of 
lensless photography in which the wave field of light scattered by an object is recorded on a 
plate as an interference pattern. When the photographic record, the hologram,  is placed in a 
coherent light beam like a laser, the original wave pattern is regenerated and a three 
dimensional image appears. Any piece of the hologram will reconstruct the entire image. 

holographic theory: Our brains mathematically construct "concrete" reality by interpreting frequencies from 
another dimension, a realm of meaningful, patterned primary reality that transcends time 
and space. The brain is a hologram interpreting a holographic universe. 
. .. Phenomena of altered states of consciousness (which reflect altered brain states) may be 
due to a literal attunement to the invisible matrix that generates "concrete" reality. .. .An 
eerie property of both hologram and brain is the distribution of information throughout the 
system, each fragment encoded to produce the information of the whole. 
(Karl Pribram , brain researcher, Stanford University from "The Holographic Paradigm & 
other paradoxes) 

holohedral:  Having all the faces required by complete symmetry. (Webster) 

divine holograph:  A symbolization of universe; a divine, flowing transparency; a self-sustaining, self- 
preserving, "crystalline macro model in which every facet contains the program of the 
whole and forever feeds this information into the whole from its unique position. 
(a graphic symbol to illustrate the order of "Christianity as it intersects the levels of 
absolute CS and CS) 

intrinsic:  Belonging to the real nature of a thing; not dependent on external circumstances; essential; 
inherent. 

isomorph:  Something identical with or similar to something else in form or shape or structure. 

matrix:  The womb, place of origin, cradle ('the place in which anything is nurtured in its earlier 
stage', Oxford ) source, cause; grid, chessboard pattern 
A schematic model of order displaying columns and rows or lines, which are constructed 
according to definite rules. The essential requirement is that all the elements in a column or 
row possess a common characteristic. Thus a matrix is a rectangular array with columns 
(vertically) and rows ( horizontally). The columns are indicated by an index, the rows or 
lines by another. Where a column crosses a row, a point of intersection is formed - a 
matrix element - providing specific information about the subject of the matrix. With this 
tool, all the most relevant aspects of a subject can be systematically arranged into one 
coherent "model of order", thereby revealing the structure of the subject in the simplist and 
most comprehensive way. ( refer to Study Ouide, pg 96. & 'The Science of the Oneness of 
Being', Pg 255, Kappeler) 



model:  Structural design. Pattern, paradigm, example, representation, ideal. Something perfect of 
its kind. Pattern may suggest a clear or detailed archtype or prototype. Exemplar indicates 
either a faultless example to be emulated or a perfect typification. Ideal indicates the best 
possible exemplification either in reality or in a mental conception. A hypothetical 
description used in analyzing or explaining something; an imitation of something already 
existing on a large scale. 

mode:  Manner or form of being, doing, etc., way. 

rheomode:  Coined by David Bohm ( 'Wholeness and the Implicate Order') by combining the Greek word 
'rheo' meaning 'to flow' with 'mode' in order to develop a language in which movement has 
first priority in our thinking, allowing the verb to play a primary role. 

* resonate:  Rheomode language, altering the noun 'reason' in order to convey a resonate state of reason. 
The reverberations of Mind. 

* revelate:  Rheomode language, altering the noun 'revelation' in order to convey the Self-revelatory 
capacity of Being. 

* relevate:  Rheomode language, re-elevate, meaning 'to lift into attention' so that the content thus lifted 
stands out in relief. 

monographic:  mono: one; graph: letter. One letter at a time. One place value at a time. The consideration 
of one isolated, separated part in distinction to the consideration of the integrated whole. 

omnipotent:  omni: all; potent: power; Almighty; all powerful. 

omnipresent:  The state of being present in all places at all times. 

omniscient:  Having infinite awareness, understanding and insight. 

order:  A sequential arrangement of mathematical elements. 

paradigm:  A universally recognized scientific achievement that for a time provides model problems and 
solutions to a community of practitioners. (Thomas Kuhn: 'The Structure of Scientific 
Revolution') A framework of thought; a scheme for understanding and explaining certain 
aspects of reality. 

paradigm shift:  A distinctly new way of thinking about old problems. A new principle is introduced, a new 
and more comprehensive perspective taken. (Marilyn Ferguson: 'The Aquarian Conspiracy') 

pattern:  A fully realized form, original, or model accepted or proposed for imitation. Archetype; 
plan; a natural configuration. 

prism:  A transparent body bounded in part by two plane faces that are not parallel used to deviate or 
disperse a beam of light; something that refracts light or produces an effect suggestive of a 
spectrum. 

stroboscope:  Ok. 'strobos', action of whirling + 'scope', the field of vision. Ability to envision or focus 
upon; specific configurations within the whole; actualizing the form of those configurations. 

structure:  From 'structure' = to arrange, to fit together, ordering 
"Something having a fixed pattern of organization; arranged in a definite pattern." 
"The interrelation of parts as dominated by the general character of the whole." 



"a self-stabilizing energy event complex" ( Buckminster Fuller:'Synergetics') 

structuralism:  "is that method of procedure which transforms every problem into a structural problem." 
(Amer) "theory emphasizing the importance of structure as contrasted with function. 
"a point of intersection is not a thing but a relationship" (Webster) 
".. . a structure is a system of transformations. Inasmuch as it is a system and 
not a mere collection of elements and their properties, these transformations 
involve laws: the structure is preserved or enriched by the interplay of its 
transformation laws, which never yield results external to the system nor employ 
elements that are external to it. In short, the notion of structure is comprised of 
three key ideas: the idea of wholeness, the idea of transformation, and the idea of 
self-regulation." (Jean P iaget'Structuralism' ) 

synergy  "syn" = together, "ergon". working = to work together.  "the behavior of whole 
systems unpredicted by the behavior of their parts taken separately." 

synergy principle: "the whole is an immaterial network of relationships which make the whole 
greater than the sum of its parts." 

synergetics:  "integrated behaviors instead of all the differentiated behaviors of natures galaxy 
systems and galaxy of galaxies." ( Buckminster Fuller:'Synergetics') 

system:  "a complex unity formed of diverse parts subject to a common plan or sensing a 
common purpose.""an aggregation or assemblage of objects joined in regular 
interaction or interdependence.""An orderly working totality."(Webster) 
"the component events of an aggregate exist and operate in unison or concord 
according to a coherent plan for smooth functioning." ( Buckminster Fuller: 
'Synergetics') 
"systems are integrated wholes whose properties cannot be reduced to those of 
smaller units." "Natural systems are wholes whose specific structures arise from 
the interactions and interdependence of their parts." (Fritjof Capra:'The Turning 
Point') 

universe:  "the comprehensive, historically synchronous integral-aggregate system." 
( Buckminster Fuller: 'Synergetics') 



The "Chart" herein contained,* the symbolic representation of the model 
of Being, was conceived by John W. Doorly, as he elucidated the scientific 

system which underlies the Science of Christian Science.* 

The structural understanding of this Science, inclusive of the laws of the 

model of Being were the contribution of Max Kappeler and can be found in 
their pure essence in his book 'The Four Levels of Spiritual Consciousness'* 

as well as the tape recordings of his summer school presentations on 'The 

four levels of Science: their practical implications'* and 'The structure of 
Being and its laws;* all of which are recommended for those who have not 

had the opportunity to be exposed to them. 

This holistic presentation was born in deep devotion to the model of Being 

and its laws. May it convey the depth of my gratitude for all that has gone 

before, without which this work* would not have been possible. 

Marya Brunson 

San Diego, 1987 

*1 The "Chart" found on page st 2 (following the 0° symbol) with duplications 
throughout the book 

*2 "Christian Science" was discovered by Mary Baker Eddy and presented in 
her textbook, 'Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures.' (1910) 
The Science of Christian Science was brought to the fore by John W. Doorly 
between 1936 and 1950. 

*3 'The Four Levels of Spiritual Consciousness' by Max Kappeler, published in 
7 volumes (1969) one volume ( 1970) by the Foundational Book Co. Ltd., 
London, England. For information contact Kappeler Institute Publishing (KIP) 
c/o Edith Beck, 48 Paschall Road, Wilmington, DE 19806. To order contact 
Rare Book Co., P.O. Box 975, Freehold, NJ 07728. 

*4 'The four levels of Science: their practical implications' given by Max Kappeler 
in 1969, Braunwald, Switzerland. For information contact KIP (address above) 
To order contact Alice Bigler, 232 Grandview Ave., Chambersburg, PA 17201 

*5 'The structure of Being and its laws' given by Max Kappeler in 1972, New York 
For information contact KIP (address above) To order contact Alice Bigler (address above) 

*6 "this work" refers to both the tape recorded lecture given in Lake Forest, 
May 1987 as well as this accompanying book 
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